
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s 10 a.m.! Do you know where your IT projects are? 
Part 1 

Introduction 

This presentation is designed to help project sponsors perform their role more 
effectively and more confidently. 
In part 1 of the series, we’ll cover the first 5 of 10 topics. 

1 Project Goal 

Low risk observations High risk observations 
• I’ve seen a crisp one sentence 

statement of the project goal 

• Business goals are referenced 

• I’ve heard a lot of debate about goals 
and various conflicting statements 

• Technology potential is referenced 

Actions to reduce project goal risk: 
• Assemble the project team and facilitate a discussion to build a clear statement 

of the project goal 

• It’s often helpful to explicitly list some supporting objectives 

• Have the project steering committee endorse the project goal 

2 Project Sponsor 

Low risk observations High risk observations 
• I know the senior executive who is 

the project sponsor by name 

• I have confidence in that individual 

• I don’t know who holds the role 

• The role is diffused among multiple 
individuals  

• The President is the project sponsor 

Actions to reduce project sponsor risk: 
• Appoint the manager of the business area that has most to gain from the 

project as project sponsor 

• This person becomes Chairman of the project steering committee 

• Have the CIO provide the manager with some orientation about expectations 
for the project sponsor role 
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• Avoid presidents as project sponsors because they have too many diverse 
responsibilities for them to focus on a single project 

3 Project Manager 

Low risk observations High risk observations 
• A full-time project manager is in 

place 

• The project manager has appropriate 
experience 

• I have confidence in the project 
manager 

• The project manager has other 
competing responsibilities  

• Project management is divided 
among multiple individuals 

• It’s not clear who the project 
manager is 

Actions to reduce project manager risk: 
• Appoint an IT professional with a record of successful projects as project 

manager 

• Business professionals rarely have appropriate IT project management 
expertise for this role 

• Avoid self-managed teams; they have no leader and invest too much effort in 
building a consensus for every project task and issue 

4 Project Benefits 

Low risk observations High risk observations 
• I can articulate the benefits in a few 

summary sentences 

• The benefits are credible to the 
management team and me 

• No one has had time to quantify 
benefits 

• Perceptions about the reality of 
stated benefits vary significantly 
across various stakeholders 

Actions to reduce project benefits risk: 
• Understand and estimate the benefits – both tangible and intangible 

• Knowing the benefits enables the project team to effectively make the many 
trade-offs that every project demands 

• Cancel dubious projects if the benefits are insufficient, or there’s no consensus 
about the reality of the benefits 

• The absence of quantified benefits makes it likely that the project should not 
have been approved in the first place 
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5 Project Plan & Status 

Low risk observations High risk observations 
• As the project planning was 

completed, I saw a summary Gantt 
Chart that appears reasonable 

• As the project proceeded, I’ve seen 
the same summary Gantt Chart 
showing progress multiple times 

• I’ve seen schedule projections and 
the estimated schedule variance at 
completion 

• I’ve never been shown a Gantt Chart  

• No comparability exists among the 
Gantt Charts I’ve seen 

• The project schedule is slipping 
based on the milestones defined in 
the project plan 

Actions to reduce project plan & status risk: 
• Insist that the project manager create a detailed project plan 

• That action will create some reality about the project schedule and cost 

• Insist that progress reports against the plan be presented to the steering 
committee regularly 

• Use a credible software package to manage the project plan 

• Don’t use Excel or, worse, PowerPoint to manage the project plan 

Conclusions 

Many topics can derail IT projects 

By intervening to correct high risk project observations, you as the project sponsor, 
you can position your IT project for success 
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